The rep calls my iPhone, goes to voicemail. She asks me to reset my iPhone 5S. Begrudgingly, I do. Once reset and generically configured, she asks me to call the network provider. How can I get my iPhone 5 to work with my network? These are the instructions:

- For T-Mobile: Call 0845 412 5000 and request a Network Subsidy Code.
- For Vodafone: Click on Settings _ General _ Reset _ Erase All Content and Settings.

Learn how to use the Mobile Device Unlock code of the Apple iPhone 5. Once the master reset has completed, reconnect the iPhone to the computer.

Permanent Factory Unlock iPhone 3G / 3Gs / 4 / 4S / 5 from Vodafone UK, O2 UK. Hi there you can save all your data on iTunes, and then do a restore. Sorry T-Mobile UK is temporarily down, please check back in a week or two. Learn how to master reset the Apple iPhone 5 through the menu or hardware keys. Go to: Master reset from settings menu. Master reset with hardware. Handoff and Wi-Fi calling are two new features of iOS 8 (and the new iPhone 6 and with T-Mobile in the United States and EE in the United Kingdom, and it's coming to other carriers in the UK). The next time you use Wi-Fi calling you'll need to reset this setting in iOS 8.

I have an iPhone 5 & iPad Mini R. I had no trouble with handoff except.
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Reset Iphone 5 Tmobile Uk
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T-MOBILE? Because Orange and T-Mobile are brought to you by EE, you now use EE's 3G network, the biggest in the UK – covering 98% of the population. Find out how to set up T-Mobile network APN settings on your mobile phone to enable at time of writing, and are intended for use in handsets with UK SIM cards issued by T-Mobile. Android APN Settings for the T-Mobile network, iPhone APN Settings for the T-Mobile network.

Wi-Fi Calling is available for T-Mobile and Sprint in the United States and EE in the United Kingdom. You need an iPhone 5c, iPhone 5s, iPhone 6, or iPhone 6 Plus. Your device needs to be using the latest version of iOS 8. To reset network settings on your iPhone, go to Settings _ General _ Reset _ Reset Network Settings. But the same sim card data worked on iPhone 5. This solution solved issue in T-Mobile.
The iPhone 6, according to Restart, is a tutorial for Australia and UK iPhone & iPad users. Step 5: You'll be asked to sync your iPhone with iTunes via USB, then you'll get UK iPhone IMEI Factory Unlock Unlock iPhone T-Mobile UK Carrier.

But there are ways to unlock your iPhone 4, iPhone 4S, iPhone 5, iPhone 5S, iPhone 6, and iPhone 6 Plus. This is a tutorial on how to unlock Apple iPhone 6 and 6 Plus. Find a cheap iPhone in the UK on Gumtree, the #1 site for Apple iPhone 3G & 3GS Black and Slate 16gb iPhone 5 on EE/T-Mobile/Orange. I have a iPhone 5 on EE 16gb reset to factory settings in good condition, general wear. Note: The process described in this tutorial applies to the iPhone 5S as well. If you need to unlock your device by a different carrier, back up your iPhone, fully erase the phone, and then restore the phone from the created backup. Note: Do not forget to keep the details about your phone and T-Mobile account in hand in Germany, France, Italy, Ireland, and the UK. iPhone 5 orange/T-Mobile UK and iPhone 4 Ireland 3 network.

Hi, can an iPhone 5 that's blocked by the user that lost it be reset to use? Also, Vodafone UK APN Settings. Please check the APN Settings on your iPhone, on iOS 8 you should go to Settings _ Cellular. If you are using T-Mobile, there is a detailed step by step configuration for the iPhone 5 and iPhone 5S. Hope this helps you restore the connectivity on your iPhone 5 or iPhone 5S running iOS 8.
Do you have any family or friends in the UK who can buy and activate a pay as you go SIM then send Have you tried backing up and then factory resetting your iPhone? I have an iPhone 5s. bought from Phones4u on a t-mobile contract.

If you've recently made a change to your iPhone service or SIM card, you scenarios: the iPhone has just been restored or reset, the iPhone has a new me to a UK 'technical specialist' who also tried a couple of codes but couldn't Apple iPhone 5 Battery Replacement Program Will Replace Faulty Batteries for Free »

About: We Factory Unlock any iPhone 3G 3GS 4 4S 5 5C 5S 6 6+ Fast and cheapest UK EE O2 Three 3 Hutchison Tesco Vodafone T-Mobile Orange Australia.

The iPhone 5S is not a required upgrade, but it's easily the fastest and most advanced and 32GB ($149 on contract, $599 off contract in the US, £499 in the UK, and the iPhone 5S under contract, T-Mobile sells the iPhone 5S in an unlocked, If you restart your iPhone, or turn it off and on, or don't use it for 48 hours, it'll.

6.1 EE, Orange & T-Mobile, 6.2 giffgaff, 6.3 O2, 6.4 Tesco Mobile, 6.5 Three You'll need a nano-SIM from Three if you're using the iPhone 5 or a newer device. 1. do I really need to reset and restore the phone to activate the unlocking.

So it doesn't respond fast as it Sim Unlock Iphone 4 5 1 Baseband 04 1201 7.1.2 Recommended to check if iPhone is to restore the iPhone as PAYT from orange for Unfortunately, Orange UK and Orange had to first inform Apple typically. Is anyone with an iPhone 5s getting this blue and white screen and it keeps restarting @TMobileHelp what's going on with this blue screen/ restart on iPhone. A growing number of T-Mobile iPhone users are complaining about seeing with problems include the
Some users have had success putting a stop to the restarts with a hard reset. Nexus 5, iPhone 5, iPhone 5s and the OnePlus One have all been noted to A film school graduate from the University of Cumbria, UK, Cam’s past life. Their fix is toggle airport, reset phone, blah blah blah and even replaced the Sims card.

Discover how to reset the network settings on your Apple iPhone 6. Because Orange and T-Mobile are brought to you by EE, you now use EE’s 3G network, the biggest in the UK – covering 98% of the population. Learn more about Note: If a security code is enabled, this will need to be entered between steps 4 and 5. If your iPhone has become so unresponsive that even the Home button does not This will wipe the iPhone clean, but hopefully you’ve backed it up and can restore it.

Apple’s iOS 9: Smarter Siri, improved apps, and Apple Pay in the UK With so many choices available from T-Mobile, it’s not always easy to pick. Unlock your Orange/T-Mobile/EE UK iPhone locked iPhone 4/4S/5/5C/5S so you can The unlock will be forever, even when you update the firmware, reset.
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Most UK mobile phone networks offer at least one pay as you go SIM phone deal. Perhaps you Virgin offer a pay as you go SIM-only deal from as little as £5.